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Lassr induced fluor-.sc-jnce (I,IF) sj. jctroscopy V.MS ust..d to

stuav the- sp-Jttorir..: cf 95.8: L'~ *" retal fdjil when bombarded by

norr.ally incident 500-3000 eV ::-+, Ar T, Kr*" and O^. A three-

level atom model of the t.TF processes is developed to interpret

the observed fluorescent ^mission fron the sputtered species. The

model shows that close attention n.:st bo paid to thj conditions

under which the experiment is caTi-.-J out a:; w^'lL as to the details

of the collision cascade theory of ;-: utteri:\~j. Ri':r>r"a:ir. ar.alysis

shov..-; ;-hat when properly applied, r.Jr- can }-•-• v.zc.-. to .investigate

t*">' predictions of r.: utt"o.: in: .•-,-.•• -,>• -,-.- . ->-̂ f- .-•-,,--.;•- .ii-< rihisfrifPF;1

of sputtered partiq^es and for the determination of sputtering

yieldPs. The possibility that thermal err.isr.ion :r..iy occur during

sputtering can also be tested using the proposed model. It is

shown that the velocity distribution (either the number density or

flux density distribution, depending upon the experimental conditions)

of the sputtered particles can bfe determined using the L1F technique

and that this information ca?j be used to obtain a description of
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the basic sputtering mechanisms. These natters are discussed

usinij tiic U-at«m fluorescence measurements as a basis.

Both the v-parallel (the exciti|ng laser beam is parallel to

target surface) and the v-perpendicular (the laser beam is

perpendicular to the target surface) nu.tiber density velocity

distributions were measured using the LIE' Dopp.ler shifted absorp-

tion frequencies of the sputtered ground state U(I) atoms. The

results are compared with the collision cascade sputtering theory

using the LIF model presented here. The relative sputtering yields

for various incident ions on uranium were also measured for the

first time using the LIFi technique.

A surprisingly high fraction of the sputtered uranium, etc...-; :.ioi.v

found to occupy the low !•; *'j ivtaslabl^ onenjy 1 . •';! - >f ;;;;, •'::•>

population of the sputtered Inetastable atoms were found approximately

to obey a Boitzmann distribution with an effective temperature ofI '
920 ± 100°K. ;

I. Introduction |

With the advent of continuously 4unea^le lasers the application

of laser induced fluorescence (LIF) to*;the investigation of the

spectroscopy of atoms and molecules and.their dynamics has greatly

increased in recent years (1,2). The Life technique permits the

determination of the)number density and, yia the Doppler shift, the

velocity of the particle in a given atpmic\or molecular state.

Basically the light of a given frequency, ok frequency bandwidth,

is used to induce a transition from a given lower to an upper level.
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and the spontaneous emission from the upper level to an arbitrary

lower level is measured.x From the fluorescent intensity the pop-

ulation of the laser light-coupled levels can be deduced (3-6).

If the laser light frequency is vari:ed to access those atoms or

molecules whose transition freguenci^as have been Doppler shifted due

to a non-zero velocity component ifi the direction of the laser

beam then their velocity distribution may also be determined by
'••• . i":' // ik

investigation of. tfie fluorescent intensity as a function laser

frequency (7-12).

Recently the LIF technique has -been applied to the study of

ion beam-sarface interactions, specifically to the study of the

sputtering process (LIFSP) (13-20). The utilization of LIF to study

the sputtering process enables, in principle, the determination of

absolute sputtering yields and also the measurement/of the velocity
y / / •(energy) distribution of not pnly the sputtered neutral atoms, but

also the sputtered secondary ions and tir: KputtGicd/cxcitca neutr;ilr.

and secondary ions.

The LIF techniques also shows promise as ail in-situ diagnostic

for controlled fusion devices as a means to determine the densities

of neutral^ and, possibly, ionic particles, especially the plasma

impurities (14,15, ia|l9) . •• / / /

In this paperjwe present LTF measurements of uranium metal

'when bombarded by/kr , Ar , Ne and 0 2 ions of 0.5-3 keV energy.

Relative sputtering yields have been determined for normally in-

cident ions and fthe number density velocity distributions have

been measured. I The secondary photon emission spectrum was also
•II " ' i

observed and will be briefly discussed.
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II. Experimental Rxoceduro " , \v

A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown

in Figure 1. It consists of a continuous wave (CW) dye laser for

production of the excitation light, a target assembly and vacuum

system, an ion gun for irradiation of the target, and an optical

detection, system.

The excitation source was a continuous wave dye laser (Coherent

Radiation #CR-595) pumped by an argon-ion laser (Coherent Radiation
•^ ' " -3

#CR-12) operating on the 514nm transition. Rhodamine 6G (2 x 10 M)

was the dye used to excite all the resonance transitions utilized

here. The dye laser itself was operated with one 5mm etalon and a

three element Lyot filter. This produced a spectral output which

included three longitudinal laser modes. Each mode has a time

avSraged^frequericy width of ^ 10 MHz. The spacing between the modes

was 0.3GHz giving a velocity resolution in the unsaturated regime /

of ?c: 2 x 10 ca/sec.j The la^er power war- determined with a pyroeleot/ric

radiometer (Laser Precision #RK3440)... The instrument was accurate/to

at least 5%. ,

The vacuum systen was constructed out of 304SS using internal

^/elds and Conflat flange copper gasketed seals. The main pumping

was done with a 3-inch oil (Santovac-5) diffusion pump with a L-N_

baffle. One 251/s and one 8 1/s ion pump were also used. After

bakeout to 200°C, base pressures of 2 x 10 torr were achieved. The

main chamber (see Figures 2 and 3) in which the target, optical

baffles and laser beam entrance and exit windows, as well as the

sputter ion gun were located was a 2.75" 6-way UHV cross from

Huntington Mechanical Laboratories, Inc. The UHV vacuum windows
A

for the laser entrance and exit windows were type 7056 glass;

the window used for the observation of the LIF emission or the

secondary photon emission was either type 7056 glass or LiF. The



optical, baffles for the laser beam entrance and exit were used

to reduce the amount of scattered laser light which could enter

the detection system arid were made from chemically blackened

OFHC copper fittings consisting of alternating internally threaded

cylinders and flat disks with beveled (60°) 3.8 mm holes in their

center (5 of each were used in each arm).,These fittings were

then slid inside of a 304SS tube with Conflat flanges on each end

which was in turn fastened to the 6-way cross. The target was

mounted on the end of a UHV linear translation feeathrough for the

Vi. measurements as shown in Figure 2. The translator was used to

position the target with respect to the laser beam; the ion gun

could be refocussed to maintain the same ion beam spot size. For

the Vi measurements, see Figure -3, the target was mounted on a metal

platform which had a hole drilled .down its center which permitted

the passage of the laser beam through a 1 mr hole, i ,">. the center

of the target. The laser beam was thus normal to the target surface,

exciting the LIF emission in front of the target from the atoms

which were sputtered by the normally incident ion beam. Since

the1 laser beam was dumped dire/ptly into the ion gun, a great deal

of scattered laser radiation was produced. In this sampling

geometry we were forced because\of this circumstance to induce
•|i •

a transition atone frequency! say from the ground state to an

• Iexcited state, but then in plrder to circumvent scattered radiation

to observe fluorescence emitted at a different frequency by

decay to an intermediate me/tastable excited state. In both

the VII and Vi configurations the



fluorescent emission was observed at right angles to the ion beam

and the target surface normal.'

A Varian sputter ion gun was used as the source of energetic

ions in these studies. When operating the ion gun the target

chamber oil diffusion pump was throttled, the ion pumps shut off

and the chamber backfilled to an equilibrium value of 8 x 10 torr,

via a UHV leak valve, with the desired sputtering gas. The incident ion

energy 'could be varied between 500 eV and 3 keV. The total ion

current was usually maintained at 20 jjamp. The FWHM of the ion

beam was approximately '6mm. The target was biased at +90 volts to

suppress secondary electron emission. Prior to recording the LIF

data, the target was extensively sputter-cleaned, but the target's

surface composition was not independently monitored.

The optical detection system was composed of two plano-convex

Optical Crown glass lenses from Welles Griot, 50 mm dia,. with

100 mm and 300 mm (nearest the spectrometer) focal lengths which

were used to collect the optical emission from the experiment. The

—2

collection solid angle was 1.56 x 10 . The collected light was

analyzed with a: McPherson Model 218 single monochromator which had ,

a 1200 groove/mm grating blazed at 5000 A. The dispersed light

was detected with a cooled (-20°C) RCA C31034A-02 PMT operating

at 1500 volts {dark count was 5 cps). The PMT output was amplified

and counted used an Ortec photon counting system.
238

The uranium target was a piece of depleted U (99.8%) foil
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0.'6 mm thick. The foil was degreased in solvent, and then etched

with nitric and hydrofluoric acid before placing it in the target

chamber. No abrasive polishing was done,

Figure 4 shows the various neutral uranium energy levels which

were studied in this paper (21)...

III. Results and E)iscussion

Prior to: presenting our•experimental results we will describe

the LIP technique and how it may be used to investigate the sputtering

process/ We will use as a model for the LIF process one which in-

volves three atomic energy levels, one state labeled 1, energy v.. ,

is assumed to have a population density of n° atoms • cm

and an upper level" labeled 2, energy v_, to which level 1 can

be excited by resonance absorption of the laser photons of fre-

quency v(Hz). Level 2 is assumed to have an initial population

density of zero at t — 0, ie. n_ (t -- 0) — 0. Level 2 may decay by

spontaneous emission and stimulated emission to level 1, and by

spontaneous emission only to a third level, labeled 3, energy V-

the value of which can be vy > v, > v, or v_ > v, > v_. Level

three is assumed to be stable (infinite lifetime) and to have a

zero or non-zero population density, n_, at t = 0. We will also

assume that the spectral width of the laser beam is broader than

the natural line width of the atomic transition (refer to

references 4,19,22 and 23 for a discussion of this point).

When this three level system is exposed to a'li&er beam of
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intensity I(v) having an energy flux density of

joules • cm • sec • Hz , or a power density in watts • cm" • Hz~ ,

at the resonant frequency v, the time rate of change of the population

density in the three levels can be written as:

dn

= n B ( I / c ) + n2 B21 ( I / c ) + n2A21

d n2 F 1
= n [ A 1 + A23 + B21(I/C)J

dn

31T= n2 A23 (3)

In equations 1-3, c is the speed of light in cm • sec , A_.. and

A2;, are the spontaneous emission transition rates from level 2 to

level 1 and level 3 respectively in sec" , B,2 and B,, are the

Einstein coefficients for absorption and stimulated emission re-

spectively between levels 1 and 2 with units cm • g~ .' We

may reexpress equations 1-3 by using the relationships between

3 3

the Einstein, coefficients: g^B^ = g_B», , B_, = A_,7(8irhv /c )

where g, and g_ are the degeneracies of levels 1 and 2 respectively,

and by defining a quantity:

S = I(v)/(8irhv3/c2)

= 8.51 x 1O~18 (P/D2) • (X5/AA) (4)

=6.87 x 1052 (P/D2)/{v3Av)
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where-Pr is the laser power in watts, for a beam diameter D in cm

and of wavelength A and linewidth AA in '''rim or of frequency v and

linewidth Av in Hz . Equations 1-3 may be rewritten in the form:

n 2 A 2 1 ( 1 + S )5T = n l A 21 ( V5l^ S + n2A21

d n ,. ' • ;

-— = -n 2(A 2 3 + A 2 1 (1 + S)) + n1A21(g2/g1)S » , (6)

dri3 _ ,
~d± ~ n2A23

These .coupled differential equations may now be solved using

•Laplace transforms and the relationships n? = n1 (t) + n?(t) + n_{t)

"to arrive at the expressions for h, (t) , n ? (t) and n_,(t) , We are.--=,

actually only interested in the1 population of level 2 since it

is the radiative decay of this level which gives rise to the LIF

emission. The time dependence of the population of level 2 is

then given by: _ ,<x '<<--r

n°A (g /g )S , 2 j , ,
n o ( t ) = i—-—r— ' exp(-at) • sinh [(a" - b) 2t] (8)

2 [a2 - b]/5
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where:

a = 1 + S + A23

b = A21 A23 ( g2 / gl ) S

If A_,. = Q equation 8 redudes to the two level {levels I a

case where n_(t) is given by: =• 7

(10)

r.d 2 only)

o
n2(t) =

[l •+ .(9l/g2) (i
1 - exP[-A21[l (Ill

Equation 8 for the population density in level 2 for the three Ie

system has rather different saturation conditions, ie. when S is

large, than does equation 11 for n_(t) of a two level systoni.

When S is very largo for the ' hr<. •:; Yv- : _,..!(.:."! • •;•- ... .

0 g2 T 92 ]n?{ )exD -( i )Aoot
1 gl + g2 4 gl ^ " J

whereas for the two level system equation 11 reduces to:

(13)

Therefore, when S >> 1 (ie. I(v) is very large) for the three

level system the population in level 2 decreases the longer the

atom remains in the laser beam (the atoms are pumped over into



r..: :?-vii.-. tr.-.-rvl. i.. .: t: : ,,:»-;:..i. . .-. :i. . •-.-: 2 ror t h e

. _>„. I " - i.

:.-. both cases.

31- L *L\. '- * " -'-'
(14)

i for -_:;•„• two l-.-vel ci.se:

:.>. V , :;,-.:,?(-A tl].-.I :•'«:- --l-i - — :-:p(-A, t) (15)

. '.runCLon.: 14 .::,i il it i-i seen t!wiL;.> . ..,..:.:-. .•.*: in both cases

_'J-" a . r : ~, :- . to ; ::i laser in—

) : • • •

•:^t::o- H) • ii . U-- .:•- o

••;:.-,v3 :._() - - --- '- * £ * "- ,a*'I •--i "''•- it.rs v.r.icr. have been excited

ror level 1 to icV2l 2 will end up in level 3. This is quite

ifferent fror; the two level case (equation II) where the population

. level 2 as "t -* approaches:

n°
(16)

IThe time variable t given in the above equations can be defined
•y

In several ways depending upon the experimental situation. Time
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w h o ? . 1 t i i - . - i ; * ! , . " • • r i t ' - r : . ' ; . • • K . - ^ ' . - I i , • *; . .-.. . : . * ; . ; . .•• . : <t L > . " . . ; - .

T r . :. ... t 0 '•!.:. i.-\ •:••• : : . > : i i X •> i. • w ; . •:. • r ' : . : . . . • . r \ ; o ' / . '

Of V/'.CTJ the .*:tom i-xjt*; the l.jiivrr L'-O.T.. V.'.. r :•/(• i^.o-:r!e'i 1:. tr.^,

aL >.-e and in what tollow.-i t.r^t tr. • :,yst<J!~ f-r:pl'.y---i t 'j i«jt-.-ct

the' 'f luorcccent vhr>t'j:'.:; C/l 1c":ts 1 i<,-h*; r,r.!y f " . r th-; ro-^i'.rs '•\j~-

fin'.-'j by the excit ir .- : i:u_*r b--i.-n.

Wt- cari' now der'ir:'.- ti phutor. yield1 function Y(v, t ) to r-i-

pre"or.t the nu.vi>er of f ] _"..r-.-̂  je.r:t photons du-j t 'j t;:-_* decay of

lc'V^-1 2 to level 1 ;-ro-i /J-JJ...by in a ton in level 1 en t e r ing tr.e

c x j ; i i n ^ l a se r bearr. .•.:•_:: .; "•..•lo-jity v ^r.d u:;i_-r j:>i.r.u e x c i t a t i o n

a::d ^ - e x c i t a t i o n :'or a ti:r.-' t -Jo:

r . . ( t ,v ) - i t

wharro the yield ar.J .-;.-j n uir.be r. densities" zi j* and n_ -j_e expre^oe^

as functions of the atonic velocity, v, a point 'which will be

used later in our discussion of the Doppler shift. AV in

equation 17 is the effective volume of the exciting laser bean

determined by the laser beam diameter and the collection optics

of the detection system. Integrating equation 17 by substituting tror
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(18)

ror

x.;

(19)

it-. sajturntier- (S .) conbihi^a oi;.jt:or.s 12, 17 and 19

L

(20)

If the rcpotitior: rat/̂  of a pulsed laser is less than the
,i

transit tine of tha atcn through the laser beam t can be defined

as the duration of the laser pulse. When a CW laser is being

used then t can be defined as the transit time of an atom with

velocity v through the laser heixm
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of diameter D(8) . In this case t = D/vcos'v whore 0 in defined

with respect to the normal to the laser beam axis. The collection

O;>ticiJ, especially when using a monochromotor with finite "lits,

may also define e D dimension. If the pulse duration of the laser

is smaller than the spontaneous emission rate A__. or if, in the

CW laser case A--D/vcos'.' << 1 due to a snail D or largo v, then

>; the exponential term in equation 20 can be expanded. The result

including terms up to second order is:

N(v) = n°(v)AVA21.{ -) , (21)
g + g

Under the experimental conditions of S >> 1 (ie. large I ( O ) , ar.d either a

small laser pulse duration, or small D or high v for the CW laser

case, the number of fluorescent photons emitted per second for

ato;a« :?.ov i ruj with a ve'iocii./ v .is i1':J; :;.'t i <•-....• i •> li;"- • _L-'̂  "

density of the atoms. It is apparent then from equation 21 that

by using the LIF technique , the number density velocity distrib-

ution for sputtered atoms can be determined if these experimental

conditions are met and if the three level model is a valid one

for the fluorescent process. In the case when S >> 1 but

A D/vcosQ >> 1 then N(v,t) from equations 20 is:

N(v) = n°(v) V(A21/A23 • (g) • cosO (22)
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Jr. this case N(v)-:n. (v) • v which is the flu:: density velocity

dI..,-ribution. Obviously one should bo : „ I ly aware of the experimental

:- :.d_t i.ur.s under which !.hf data a;••..• obtained. ': I..- .;•;.::. t i:. jti^n

bc-zv;een the number and the flux density velocity distributions

ar.d their dependence on the experimental conditions appears not

to have fully appreciated in prior publicatisns on this topic.

Usir.g the same method as that discussed above, when S << 1

(ie. low lasar intensity) then for che three level case N(v,t) is

f'.'_.nd to be:

(v,t) - ^ : — = l- • { 1 + [<A21 ,+

A^ before, if the pulse duration is short (Ao ' + A-,)t << 1),

or if (A_, + A_,)D/vcos . << 1 as for the CW laser case, then

equation (23) reduces to:

N(v,t) = n°(v) •'iV • A21(g2/g1)S(t/2) (24)

which for the case of a CW laser further reduces to N(v,t)a:n°(v) /v.

When (A21 + A 2 3>t >> 1, or if (A21 + A23)D/vcos0 >> 1 then

equation 23 becomes:
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N(v) =
n°(v) • AV

(25)

21

which in this case indicates that N(v)«n.(v)
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In o;rder to calculate the number of sputtered atoms with

velocity/v which enter the laser beam we will assume a flux
! ' • / • . • •

density/Velocity distribution, #•cm -sec • (unit velocity) ,

displayed by neutral atoms sputtered by a collision cascade process.

Thompson (24) and Sigmundf(25,26) have presented models for such a

flux ./density velocity distribution which has the following analytic

formj? (27,28) : for atoms sputtered with (v + dv, 0 + d0, 4> + d<j>) .

f,Q) sin 9dvd0d4> = C ( n ) y 3 cf ° sin 9dvd8d» (26)

(v + v )

where Q is the polar angle defined with respect to the target

/surface normal and 6 is the azimuthal angle, v. is the velocity

corresponding to the surface binding energy E, , ie. v, = (2E, /M_) ,

which arises due to the assumed planar potential barrier that the

cascade atom must overcome in order to escape the target surface,

n is a variable which is generally 1 < n < 2. Equation 18 is thought

to be valid when the incident ion beam is perpendicular to the

target surface. The constant C(n) is given by:

c ( n ) = (6 242 x 1012J.S) {2?)

/ ra v dv
77 / T l 2~^+l
• Jo (v + v, )

_2

where J is the incident ion beam current density in yamp - c m ,

S is the neutral atom sputtering yield for incident ions impinging

normal to the target surface, and v is the maximum energy which can

be transferred to a target atom by a collision with an incident ion of

energy E, and mass M, as given by:r
M2)

(28)
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The integral appearing in equation 19 has previously been

evaluated for various values of n (28). It can be shown that

the flux density velocity distribution given by equation 26 in-

creases as v /v, when v << v, , reaches a maximum at

b i b

v = T3/(2n-l)]V (29)

max L J b

and decreases as v when v >> v . The sputtered neutral atom

number density velocity distribution n (v) , # • cm • (unit velocity)

is related to the flux density velocity distribution by (11):

n(v,O) = - • 'Mv,9) (30)

Equation 30 gives the number density velocity distribution which

should be used in equation 19 (n(v,~>) ~-i n°(v)) to calculate the

number of fluorescent photons • sec , N(v,t), produced in an LIF

experiment assuming a collision cascade mechanis"".: for the sputter-

ing process. If the total sputtering yield is to he dutcrmin&d

by the LIF method, than the integral over all velocities of

equation 19 via equations 18 and 26-30 is required so that N(v,t)

is proportional to the sputtering yield, S. Obviously from equations

19 and 26-30 the LIF technique may be used to determine the number

density velocity distribution of the sputtered neutral atoms and

thereby the number density energy distribution since n(v)/v^nfE).

The corresponding flux density velocity and flux density energy

distribution can also be determined "since' vn(v) = $ (v) and n(v)°=$(E).

When photoelectric detection using photon counting techniques

with a detection efficiency of e is used to determine the number
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of LIF produced pho/cons • sec then the number of counts • sec
/

measured would be /

Q = N(v)/ • c • fzj , (31)

where r.'i is the s/slid angle of acceptance of the detection equip-

ment. /

As discus'sed in the experimental section one can measure the

sputtered neutral atom number density velocity distribution by

decomposing tfhe general velocity vector v of the sputtered atom

i - j

into Vji and vju components defined with respect to the target sur-

face. By mealiureing the Doppler shift of an atom with a

non-;;ciro veloqdty component in the direction of the exciting

laser beam, onacan, by sweeping the laser frequency through a

frequency range about the non-shifted (zero velocity) resonant

transition frequency, determine the number density of atoms which

possess a given velocity and thereby the number d:.";.-•..'..Ly velocity

distribution as discussed above. In an attempt to calculate the

Vn Doppler profile determined in the present series of experiments

we will assume a simple model in which the target is planar (one

dimensional) lying along the x-axis parallel to the laser beam,

which is also assumed to be one dimensional. The sputtered atoms

are emitted with a cosG distribution (see equation 26), 0 de-

fined with respect to the normal to the x-axis, ie., the axis. The

number density velocity distribution is that given by equations

26 and 30; the sin 0d;j> term which arises due to solid angle

considerations is
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not included in this two dimensional model. Therefore,

n(v,O)dvdO = X.2 cos OdvdO ( 3 2 )

(v + v ) n '

With the definition that Vn is parallel to the x-axis, and v. is

parallel to the z-axis, then:

v = (v2; + v 2 ) ^ (33)
li 1

V,
cos G = = • • • „ ! (34)

vdvd9 = "dVidVjj (35)

Using the Doppler shift relation for the v,. component (,/ is the

non-shifted resonant transiton frequency and c the speed of light) :

(36)

(37)

Equation 32 may then be rewritten as

vIdvIdv11

n ( v | , v j , ) dv ,dv , | = — g 2 , 2,11+1 ( 3 8 )

•L I' J- l! (V| + V|| + v b )

v r dv |dv

n t v ^ v J d v ^ d v = r 2 + ^ 2 ^ } 2 + y :

V

dv

II

II

- c

-c

V

o

<v-vo)
V

o

dv

We have defined Vn and v. to be along the direction of the laser beam,

corresponding to a red shift of the fluorescence.
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Integrating over dv, from 0 to » (actually it should be from 0 to

Vm~ vb' b u t s i n c e vm > > vb a n d s i n c e integrating to v, = ~ makes little

difference we have used this upper limit) we arrive at the general

result for n > 0: •

or,

(40)

(v'jj J d v u " (41)

v
n

The profile-width (full width at half maximum) of the Doppler

profile given by equation 2 9 is calculated to be:

A v | j ( n ) = 2 [(2)- 1 / n= 2 ["(2)-1 (42)

From equations 40-42 it can be seen that the shao••; and profile-

width of the experimental Vn Doppler profile may be used to determine

n and v, in equation 32. Certainly this model is oversimplied as

in reality when one does the LIF experiment a finite area on the

target is being sputtered, the laser beam has a finite length and

diameter and is a finite distance from the target surface. However,

the above model should still be crudely applicable if the laser

beam passed near the target surface and if the ion beam spot size

is large compared to the dimensions of the excitation volume sampled

by the detection system.

Mindful of the constraints discussed in the preceding

paragraph,the Vi Doppler profile would be that given by equation 32
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integrated over cos 0dG and then making the substitution

Vi = v = + c(v-v )/v , where the sign would have to be determined

by the direction of the laser beam with respect to the Vi direction.

Therefore, the vi Doppler profile would be

(v-v ) dv
D? (v)dv « __ °v v (43)

There may also arise a thermal component in the sputtered

neutral atom yield which can occur either from a thermal spike

(29,30) or simply due to an evaporation of the target surface in

order for it to maintain chemical stoichiometry, as in the case of

the alkali halides (13,20,31,32). The flux density velocity distrib-

ution for this sputtered component is generally given by the

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for a gaseous effusion source:

2 n M 2 2 3 2

<!> (v) sin BdvdQdO = — (-̂ 7?) ' v •• •:-xi:>(-Hov "/2kT) -

• cos 9 sin 0dvd9d(j> (44)

where n is the number of particles emitted per unit area per

second, ie. J'S^ where J is the current density of the incident

ion beam and S^ is the equivalent number of particles emitted per

incident ion; k is Boltzraann's constant and T the effective temp-

erature of the emission process in °K. The number density velocity

distribution is found as before from equation 30. If we use the

same simple model as outlined previously in equations 32-42 for the
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Doppler,profile of the v,. velocity component we arrive at the

equations:

2,
M,

D_(v)dv = (£-)<_£-,* exp2-nkT' •2kT;
 v

dv (45)
o

= 2 T2(ln2)(|5)l
 2 . Jky (46)

for the Vii Doppler profile (normalised to unity) and the profile-

width respectively. It should.be pointed out that the above result

is independent of the power of v assumed in equation 44, but ']

does of course depend on the assumed gaussian distribution.

In Figure 5 we show the experimentally determined. Vu Doppler

profile for the ground state -»- 1690C •. ni -:- ground, r.tatc LIJ1

spectrum for neutral U sputtered by 3 keV Kr . The experimental

arrangement was that shown in Figures 1 and 2. The conditions

under which the experiment was conducted would indicate that

(A01 + A-,)D/cos9»l and S « l so that equation 25 would be the ,

expression for the number of fluorescent photons per second' emitted

for a group of sputtered atoms moving with a velocity, v. In

Figure 2 we have converted the frequency scale (the exciting

laser was tuned over a frequency range centered at 16900 cm )

into a velocity scale. Also shown in this figure are theoretical

curves for n = 2 and n = 3/2 in equations 40-42. The value

of vfa = 2.092 x 10 cm/sec was used, corresponding to
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a sublimation energy of E = 5.4 GV, for uranium metal. The

best fit to the experimental data is given

bv r. = 1.75 ± 0.10 and v, - (2.09 ± 0.20) >: 105 cn/sec. The

error limits are difficult to set as n and v, are adjustable

parameters, yet they do indeed correspond to values which have

previously been determined for sputtered uranium. Using 9 keV

ArT to sputter uranium-238 metal the flux density velocity distribution

was measured by Young, et al (33,34) using the nuclear fission-track

density method for 1 x 10 < v < 1.9 x 10 cm/sec. Their best

fit to equation 18 was obtained when n = 1.78 and E, = 5.35 eV.

Keller and Tombreiio (35), using the nuclear fission-track density

method with a mechanical time-of-flight spectrum, measured the flux

density energy distribution for 93% enriched U foil sputtered

by 80 keV Ar+ ions for 1 < E < 103 eV. Their best fit to the flux

density energy distribution analog •• .^ui '•or-. H< ^••'••v . - 7~

and E, =5.4 eV. These values of n are quite close to the value

n = 1.7 which Williams (36) has arrived at from a more extensive

treatment of the collision cascade sputtering process.

Figure 6 shows the experimental LIF v. Doppler profile for

3 keV Kr bombardment of uranium. The experimental arrangement in

this case is that shown in Figure 3. Due to the great amount of

scattered laser light in this configuration we had to observe the

LIF emission using the ground state •*• 16900 cm •*• 3801 cm pump

and decay scheme. Therefore, the observed fluorescent emission
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•.•;:;_ cit 763.1/ r,s wh-ch v. JJ ^ell separated frr.r. th:i- exciting laser

*...'C-'o::-:t:: of 591.54 r.~, so that the stray laser li-jht -id n.-t present

•. . : r "-. .-.-:. I*- rv-v.r-/ f -.-.••• JZ. , .-:. v. cv.-j r. ..•; .r-. - I_-J 1. v Dorpler

profiles as calculated fro- equation 43. The peak position 2nd the high

v-Iccity portion of the observed nur.ber density velocity distribution

:tr_ best rcpresc?nte.; v:hon n - 1.7" to 2 v.-itr. v. -- 2.332 :•: li0 c~/sez.

Tr.i low velocity portion is alsr reproduced re--jcnably v.eil with these

: ::ar: -t-.-rs. The aashvd lino for -_:.;_ experir.tnz-I data corresponds to our

4
appro::i.-.atc- velocity resolution of 2 >: 10 cr./s;-:, so that we

Cc.-.n^t with confidence Jv-tjrnir.e the velocity distribution belcw

v find v L^ppler profiles •.-.•.•r-j also r̂ j :.: .rjJ using 3 l:eV Ar

ani Ne to bonbari the uraaiua sar.ple. Within our present experimental

error we could not dincorn any ncricoable diff.-'-.r-e in the Doppler

3 k-jV Kr incident ions as xiiscussed above. Fro:-, our r>.easureaients

.;.'..". fro.T; those of Voun-, at al (33,3-5) and ivaller and Tc^ibrello (35)

the .-.Ldsursd neutral ground state urahiun ator, flux density energy

disrribution is independent of the energy (for 3-BO keV) and sass

{li-2, Ar, Kr) of the bo.Tiarding particle. This is expected from the

collision cascade sputtering process as presently understood (24-26).
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s:,u::ori:. : yi- :; ;:; \: >:; ;.-.•;. -.-..; t.od in o;:..jti'A:; 26-iC. In

233

T-.*bI'_ i *„• o-iv-.: fiie. relative spattering yiol'Js for nc-Jtral U

atorrsi for 3 k*_-V Kr , Ar and ICe incident ions -iii rL'^aaurcd by

i:.- j;r.-.:.j "Vcr 11 J • - '~-A\> -n.-.^ntai LIF v r.ur;b3r uonsir.y velocity

d^stribvitior.s. For cOiT.pari^^n we also show in Tuble I the theoretical

vei'.c-a -J calculated by u s m ; the serai-empirical sputtering yield

ec:j-.'.ti:;r: of Smith (37) and ciie theoretical treatment of Sig^icnd

(25,26>. The only other c:\-;il;ble -_-xperinentai •-iatu for these three

inji-i-_-r.t ionrf or. ur-.-.niû  ir.jt.tl arc those by "vehr.<.-r (38) which are

also shown in T.;."-.- I. However, Wehner's values were taken at

500 eV in a plasna discharge- which would imply a multitude of angles

of incidence for the bombarding ions. Theoretically one would also

not expect s_i._ -elutivj spjti-_ii:.g , ^ w i to ijc ti.*j s_i..._ at J'J'J CV
as at 3 keV. Gre<j:j and Tombrello (39) have recently measured the

sputtering yield of U~jD when bombarded with 13-120 keV protons,

40-120 keV He and 40 and SO keV Ar . They also found a discrepancy

with the yields predicted using the Sigmund theory.
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iz i-3 interesting to note that a uranium target bombarded

v.-ith Z kc-Y G\I ir. a background of 8 x 10 torr 0 9 showed

r.o .M:' ....:sio:! either from ground state or metastable state

2 3 8
U azz~s within the limitations of our signal-to-noise. We

also tr^cd to excite LIF emission from sputtered ground state

U us:r.^ the U{II) groundstate -*• 18200 cm •+ groundstate excit-

arior.-d-^ay scheme but were unable to detect a signal either when

0 2 was the bombarding ion or when either Kr , Ar or Ne was

used. We .vould expect that the uranium surface would be highly

oxidizeu when bombarding with an O_ beam in a high pressure O_ gas

oackjrc ._.-. j. This should substantially increase the amount of neutral

'JO or UO 2 natal oxide sputtering relative to neutral U sputtering. Frcm

the SIMS data of Morgan and Werner (40) using 6 keV O ? at various

partial pressures of O_ gas, at approximately 3 x 10 torr O0

parL. • _ "sure with the ')-, b-.;.:n •:' ' :';';) : b') . ,- ; •!. I w j\ \'-, -„.• _i •

approximately 4 x 10 :0.3:l so it may not be surprising that U

was r.ot observed with the LIF technique. With regard to the

inert gas incident ions, the lack of detectable U LIF emission may

indicate that for relatively clean uranium metal the ion fraction

is quite low. A drastic difference was also observed in the second-

ary photon emission spectrum when O_ was used as the bombarding

ion. With the inert gas incident ions emission from many U(.I) and U(II)

excited levels was observed over the 300-800 nm range whereas with

the O_ beam only a very broad, structureless continuum centered

at 340 run was observed. The origin of this emission is unknown,

probably arising from the sputtered excited uranium oxide molecules.
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A significant population of sputtered atoms in the three

low lying motastablo levels of U{1) v;os observed as 'shown- in

Figure; 4. By tuning the laser to excite the retastable atoms

at the wavelengths shown in Figure 4 the fluorescent radiation

was measured either at the exciting wavelength or at a shorter

wavelength duo to emission from the excited level to the ground

state. Using the v;. experimental corf iguratior. (Figure 2) to deter-
ii

mine the v, Doppler profile for each of the three low lyir.g

levels and then integrating these profiles we compared these

integrals with that for the groundstate * 16900 cm -*• groundstate

VII Doppler profile integral discussed above. The results of

these measurements with 3 keV Kr incident ions is given in

Table II. If these relative values are assumed to follow a

Boltzmann distribution:

N . q, r "I
-(E. - E.)/kT (47)

L D x J

where in this case E. is the energy of the ground state and the

E.'s are the energies of the low lying excited states given in

Table II as AE (cm ). The measured integrals of the v,i profiles

were corrected for the relevant branching ratios and for the re-

lative efficiency of the detection system. The values do indeed

appear to follow a Boltzmann distribution, but it must be noted that

data exist for only three points and that there is a large uncertainty

in the 3868 cm value. The temperature as determined from



^uch a treatment yields a value of 920 ± 100.-:-'.. Whether or not the

r,:;L-i:;i.cibie population exhibits a true Boltzmann distribution remains

-•: :•: :., question. The fact remains that thu lov; lying metastable

isyuis of spattered U(I) have an appreciable population. A similar

pop^iatioii of the low lying levels of sputtered Fe(I) was also re-

ported by Elbern (16) usiny the L1F technique. As noted earlier

in this paper the v(! Doppler.profiies for the metastable levels are

essentially describable by the collision cascade model.

Thii; would exclude a strictly thermal origin of the sputtered

ssatastable atoms (refer to Figure 5 for an example of the theoret-

ical thermal v L'oppier profile as compared to the collision cascade

v Doppler profile).-. It is also difficult to reconcile the temp-

erature of the metastables with the secondary photon emission spectra

observed in this study. By treating the observed secondary

:.!:'tori o m i s s i o n yii.'l-.it; a:- i.^.rj', r e ; *-. n K i d b y :; H'.-'. . n - i m .;••.;:!. r Lr>-

ution with an "effective" temperature (41) corresponding to the

excitation process, we determined a value of approximately

3800 + 400°K. Further work is in progress to attempt to explain

these observations especially by using different incident ions and

at different incident energies as well as more refined measurements

of the v.| and vt Doppler profiles for the sputtered metastable
ii x

atoms.

IV. Conclusions

Me have been able to use the LIF technique to study many

aspects of the sputtering of uranium metal by low energy ions.
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Certainly with further refinements of the experimental methods

a great deal of detailed information regarding the velocity

(energy) distributions of not only the sputtered neutral atoms,

but also of sputtered ions and excited atoms and ions should

become available for many materials with careful and considered

utilization of this method. Relative sputtering yields, and,

with suitable calibration, absolute sputtering yield are also

readily measured.



71:bio Captions

I. Relative sputtering yields for Kr , Ar and Ne at

3 keV, normally incident on uranium metal. The

LIF values were determined in this work and are based

238
only on the LIF of the sputtered ground state U
atoms.

Table II. Relative population of the low lying energy levels of

2 "3 8
sputtered U as measured by the LIF technique (for

3 keV Kr at normal incidence).



Table I.

Relative Sputtering Yields

Normally LIFa (3 keV) Theory (3 keV) Theory (3 keV) Experiment (500 eV)
Incident (Neutral Atom) (Smithb) (Sigmundc) (Wehnerd)

I o n ' •;

Kr+ ,, 1 " 1 1 1

Ar+ 0.44 0.46 0.71 0.65

Ne+ 0.18 0.22 0.40 0.35

a) Determined from integration of LIF V M Dopplor profile.

b) D. L. Smith, J. Nucl. Mater. _7Jj, 20 (1978) .

c) P. Sigmund, Phys. Rev. 184, 383 (1969).

d) G. K. Wehner, General Mills Report No. 2309, July (1962).



Table II.

2 38
Relative population of the low lying energy level of U as
measured by the LIF technique (for 3 keV Kr at normal incidence):

State 2

13

Relative Population

620 11 0.21 ± 0.06

VI
3801 15 2.9 x 10 3 ± 1 x 10 3

3868 9.5 x 10 4 ± .1 x 10 3

Temperature would correspond to 920 ± 100°K if a Boltzmann distribution

is assumed.



Figure Captions

Figure 1. Diagram of the experimental arrangement used to study

the sputtering process by the LIF technique (Refer to

text for a detailed discussion).

Figure 2. Cross sectional view of the target chamber used to

measure the v-parallel sputtered atom number density

velocity distribution and txhe relative sputtering yields.

Figure 3. Cross sectional viev; of the target chamber used to

measure the v-perpendicular sputtered atom number

density velocity distribution.

Figure 4. Diagram of the energy levels of neutral U atoms

which were investigated in this study. Energy level

values are given in cm ; the wavelength of the tran-

sition is given by the bracketed values in nanometers.

Figure 5. Experimental data Ear: Llv v,, LIP Dopplnr profile- for
TOO

sputtered ground state neutral U atoms due to 3 keV

Kr incident ions. The theoretical curves were cal-

culated as discussed in the text.

Figure 6. Experimental data for the v. LIF Doppler profile, i.e.

the number density velocity distribution, for sputtered
238 +

groundstate neutral U atoms due to 3 keV Kr incident

ions, The theoretical curves were calculated as

discussed in the text.
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